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What Is Markdown?
Markdown isn’t so much a language as it is a 
writing method. Markdown greatly 
simplifies the formatting for rich text 
elements, such as bold and italics, and 
web-friendly doodads, such as links to the 
Internet, using plain text. The fancy-
pants word for this is syntax. Put simply, 
Markdown makes it deceptively simple to 
write for the web and rich text word 
processors with plain text. It is a game 
changer, and by the end of  this book, you 
are going to be a pro at it.

Why Markdown?
Writing is hard. Even professional writers will 
tell you that sometimes they would rather have a 

root canal than attempt to move that cursor across 
the screen. Not so long ago, there was really only 

one way to write: you would get a pen and 
a piece of  paper and go nuts. 

Technology, brought on by typewriters and 
later computers, however, has changed 
that. Technology has advanced to such an 
extent that tools now exist that check 
spelling and grammar, count words, design 
a page layout, display whizzy graphics, and 
make style recommendations while we are 
noodling around on our first drafts. There 
was even a point when Microsoft Word 
kept mocking us with an anthropomorphic 
paperclip (Wikipedia).
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All of  these advances have sparked a reaction by 
writers. Writers don’t want distractions and 
cheery animated office supplies on their screen. 
Writers want to write. We want to return to that 
simple meditation between pen and paper while 
still retaining all the benefits that technology 
affords us. There is a move toward simplification. 
We now have text editors that bypass attention-
sapping bells and whistles in favor of  simple, clean 
writing environments. 

Breathe in. Now breathe out. The chokehold that 
Microsoft Word once held on writers everywhere 
is over.

David first saw the light about 
using Markdown when Merlin 
Mann (website) demonstrated its 
utility on his iPhone. David 
interviewed Merlin about why he 
uses Markdown. Check out 
Interview 1.1 in the Interviews 
folder.
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Text Is MultiPlatform
There are a lot of  reasons to like text files. The 
large adoption of  the iOS and Android platforms 
and increasing success of  Mac OS X means 
writers are now using multiple platforms, and they 
need a simple way to keep their precious words 
bouncing between their phones, tablets, and 
computers without losing bits and pieces along 
the way. Every platform has a selection of  quality 
apps that read and edit text files. There is nothing 
proprietary in the Markdown format, so Byword 
(iOS App Store) (website) on your iPhone has no 
trouble reading something you wrote with iA 
Writer (Mac App Store) (website) on your Mac. 
Writers are free to use whatever application 

scratches their particular itch. Nobody controls the 
content except the writer.
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Text Is Human Readable

Text is simple. The files are not embedded with a 
lot of  computer gibberish but simply a string of  

author-crafted letters that humans can 
read. Not requiring a 64-bit computer 

to interpret your words for 
you can be a huge 
advantage.

Here is a simple Microsoft Word file.

Now here is that same file opened in a text editor 
showing the contents of  the file. Look at the scroll 
bar. This is a lot of  gibberish for just five words.
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Now take a look at those same five words in a text 
file. There is no accompanying gibberish 
screenshot because one doesn’t exist.

Text Is Future Proof
Because text is the lowest common denominator 
for conveying words on a computer, your precious 
words are not tied to some proprietary file format. 
Remember all that drivel you wrote in college 
using something like MacWrite? Good luck 
accessing those words today.

There is no guarantee that anything you write 
today in a proprietary word processor, even a 
behemoth like Microsoft Word, is going to be 
discernible by whatever we call a computer 20 
years from now. It is even more likely computers 
in 40 years will have will have no clue what 
a .docx file is. Writing in a proprietary format 
puts an arbitrary expiration date on the record of  
your thoughts. Why do that?

So, we 
have 

established 
that plain text is a way to write 
on your computer without 
impudent paperclips bossing you 
around, and plain text, which lets you share the 
file with multiple platforms and text editors, is 
much more likely to be read by your 
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grandchildren or biographers. So what’s the 
problem?

Formatting.

What if  you want to add italics, bold, or—heaven 
forbid—a web link to your text? What if  you need 
to put silly things such as headings or bulleted text 
into your document? Sure, you’re on board with 
getting rid of  the whiz-bang from your word 
processor, but at the same time, you may need 
some basic formatting that plain text simply does 
not support.

This is where Markdown comes in wearing a suit 
of  geeky armor on a white horse. Created by John 
Gruber (website), Markdown provides a simple 
way of  including formatting in plain text files. 
Originally developed for writing for the Internet, 
Markdown is also super useful for any type of  
writing where the author wants to include 
formatting in plain text.
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Markdown does not junk up text files with lots of  
unnecessary formatting code. Later in this book 
you will learn all the details, but as an example, 
here is a bulleted list for publishing to the Internet 
using HTML (HyperText Markup Language):

<p>Desert Island List</p>

<ul>

<li>Emergency towel</li>

<li>Ukulele</li>

<li>Straw hat</li>

<li>Bug repellent</li>

<li>Toothpick umbrellas</li>

</ul>

Now here is that same bulleted list written in 
Markdown.

Desert Island List

* Emergency towel
* Ukulele
* Straw hat
* Bug repellent
* Toothpick umbrellas

Which of  these two examples would you prefer to 
write (and read)?
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So, who should care? There are three groups of  
people that would benefit from writing in 
Markdown.

WWW…
People Who Write for the Web
Markdown remains an excellent solution for 
publishing to the Internet. Authors can write blog 
posts, articles, and anything else for publication in 
the HTML format while avoiding most of  the 
brackets, symbols, and other hieroglyphics 
involved with coding HTML. The text is easier to 
read, edit, and, most importantly, write.

Markdown for General Purpose 
Outlining
There is no reason to make thought capture 
harder than it already is. In fact, the very best 
thought-capture routines are those that have the 
least friction between the thought and the act of  
writing it down. We even wrote the initial outline 
for this book in Markdown.

As we will show shortly, the Markdown syntax for 
standard outline elements, such as headings and 
bullets, is extremely simple to both write and read. 
Markdown is useful even for text that you never 
plan to publish on the web. It can be great for 
taking notes in meetings, conference calls, or in 
any situation where you need to get text down 
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quickly. The simplicity of  the syntax has another 
benefit—you can use whatever tool is handy: 
computer, tablet, or phone. 

People Who Write on More Than One 
Computer
There is also an entirely different group of  
Markdown writers that did not exist when 
Markdown was still a glimmer in John Gruber’s 
eye. Specifically, Markdown is highly efficient for 
writing formatted text on multiple platforms and 
devices. A file created on a Windows word 
processor does not necessarily show up the way 
you would expect on an iPhone. Things usually 
get even worse on the return trip. Rich Text 
Format (RTF)—you know, the format that is 
supposed to work everywhere—quite often does 
not. The trouble is that no two implementations 
are created equal. Indeed, very few, if  any, RTF 
formats are equal. Quite often, carefully drafted 
words on one computer do not look the same on 
another. Adding different operating systems to the 
mix only complicates matters further.

The days of  one operating system and one 
desktop computer per person are over. Now, 
lightweight, omnipresent mobile devices rule the 
land. Writers will and are working in multiple 
platforms on multiple devices and need a way to 
simply move their words from their phone to their 
computers (or eyeglasses, neural implants, or 
whatever our kids will end up writing on) with the 
least amount of  friction. Markdown scratches that 
itch. Indeed, while 
Markdown greatly 
facilitates writing 
for the web, its 
platform-agnostic 
nature is perhaps 
its greatest 
attraction.

Markdown and the Archivist
Whether you are writing for the web or using 
Markdown to move your precious words between 
different platforms, Markdown has the added 
benefit of  being a simple text format discernible 
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by humans, and it can be opened in any 
application that can open text files. Where it is 
more likely than not that the current word 
processor in vogue will get chucked onto the dust 
heap of  forgotten computer applications sooner 
than you’d think, text files, with their unsexy lack 
of  formatting, have real staying power. Unless 
your grandchildren are certifiable nerds, they will 
not be able to access whatever you wrote in that 
fancy word processor, but even your lazy, spice-
addicted descendants will be able to access your 
text files and read about how hard things were 
back before everyone started using pocket fusion 
reactors.
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A Short History of  Markdown
March 2004

John Gruber unveils Markdown with a notable 
acknowledgment to Aaron Swartz. Markdown 
starts as a Perl script and a syntax to make writing 

for the web easier.

Mid-2005

Fletcher Penney 
begins working on 
what would become 
MultiMarkdown, a 
“superset” of  
Markdown capable of  
not only creating 
HTML files but also 
PDF, LaTeX, RTF, 
and others as well. 
MultiMarkdown also 
added the ability to 
create footnotes, 
tables, citations, and 
other types of  

document-formatting options not available in 
basic Markdown.

Today

Markdown and MultiMarkdown have gained 
popularity over the years, particularly as iOS took 
hold. Tech writers are at the front of  this 
vanguard of  Markdown and plain text but it is 
starting to also take hold in the mainstream. 

iOS seems to be helping the Markdown cause. 
While it is unlikely John Gruber ever imagined 
Markdown would be such an ideal writing tool for 
mobile devices, that is exactly what it has become. 
Plain text is more ideal for writing on low-
powered devices. It’s also easier to sync across 
multiple apps and platforms.

Markdown is also filling a void left by the 
mainstream’s traditional writing tool of  choice, 
Microsoft Word, which has been absent from 
mobile so far.
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In this chapter, we will show you the basics of  
writing Markdown. Actually, when you are 
finished reading this chapter, you will know 
enough to start writing just about anything in 
Markdown. Not joking, it really is that simple.

Markdown Overview
Before explaining the Markdown syntax, you will 
need an understanding of  how all of  this fits 
together. As a black belt Markdown author, you 
will add Markdown syntax to your text files. For 
example, when you want to italicize a word, you 
will enclose it in asterisks.

The goat looked at me *suspiciously*.

(See how easy that was?)

At some point, you will probably want to get that 
sentence into v for the web, PDF for a report, or 
RTF (Rich Text Format) for a word processor. 
You will accomplish this through a conversion tool 
or by writing the Markdown syntax in one of  the 
many fine Markdown-friendly text editors covered 
in this book and letting the app do the conversion 
for you. We will explain this in greater detail 
throughout this book. So let’s get started learning 
Markdown.
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To put emphasis on 
(i.e., italicize) text, 
wrap it in asterisks or 
underscore symbols. 

For example:

I’m *really concerned* about that goat.

or

I’m _really concerned_ about that goat.

becomes . . .

I’m really concerned about that goat.

To make text bold or put strong emphasis on text, 
use double asterisks or underscores:

Here comes **big bad John**.

or

Here comes __big bad John__.

becomes . . .

Here comes big bad John.

Screencast 2.1 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create bold and italicized 
text and export it for use on the web or in a word 
processor.
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Markdown Cheat SheetBold and Italics

*Italics* or _Italics_ Becomes Italics

**Bold** or __Bold__ Becomes Bold

*Isn’t Markdown easy?*



Screencast 2.1 Creating Italicized and Bold Text Using Markdown and Exporting It for Use
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Hash marks (also 
known as the pound 
sign or number sign) 
are used to denote 

headers up to six levels deep:

# Header 1

## Header 2

###### Header 6

If  you prefer, you can fully enclose the text in 
hash marks.

# Header 1 #

Only the lead hash mark is necessary, however. 
This lightweight syntax can be great for taking 
notes or creating outlines. 

First-level and second-level headers can also be 
written with equal signs or dashes:

Header 1

========

or

Header 2

--------

The dashes and equal signs are used to visually 
underline the header in plain text. Again, this 
trick only works with first- and second-level 
headers (<h1> and <h2> for you HTML syntax 
lovers).
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Tip: To make headers stand out even more from 
the other plain text in your Markdown file, put 
two blank lines before each header (for extra 
separation from the preceding paragraph). 
Markdown processes multiple blank lines as a 

single blank line, so the ultimate HTML output 
will not be affected.

Screencast 2.2 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create headers with 
Markdown.

Screencast 2.2 Creating Headers with Markdown
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# Header 1 or Header 1 
======

## Header 2 or Header 2
------------

### Header 3

#### Header 4

##### Header 5

###### Header 6



Markdown treats sections of  text 
separated by blank lines as 
paragraphs. In other words, simply 
write block paragraphs in plain text, 
and Markdown will wrap those blocks 
of  text with HTML paragraph tags 
(<p>). Markdown treats multiple 

blank lines as one blank line when processing.

Of  course, sometimes you need to end a line with 
a return instead of  letting lines wrap—for 
example, with poetry. Line breaks are created by 
putting two spaces at the end of  each line. If  these 
two lines each have two spaces at the end,

Line 1  

Line 2  

Markdown will generate the following HTML:

<p>Line 1<br/>

Line 2 </p>

Screencast 2.3 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create paragraphs and line 
breaks with Markdown.
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Screencast 2.3 Creating Paragraphs and Line Breaks
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A horizontal rule (or line) 
can be created by typing 
three or more hyphens, 
asterisks, or underscores on 
a line by themselves.

---

***

___

The characters above can also have spaces 
between them (e.g., * * *). All produce the same 
HTML tag: <hr />.

Screencast 2.4 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create a horizontal rule with 
Markdown.
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Blockquotes are 
created using right 
angle brackets (also 
known as chevrons or 

the greater-than symbol). There is no need for a 
closing left angle bracket. Markdown assumes 
your blockquote ends with the current paragraph.

> If you can’t make it good, at least 
make it look good. —Bill Gates

A blockquote with multiple paragraphs requires a 
right angle bracket at the beginning of  each 
paragraph and also at the beginning of  the blank 
line separating paragraphs:

> Design is a funny word. Some people 
think design means how it looks. But of 

course, if you dig deeper, it’s really 
how it works. The design of the Mac 
wasn’t what it looked like, although that 
was part of it. Primarily, it was how it 
worked.

>

> To design something really well, you 
have to get it. You have to really grok 
what it’s all about. It takes a 
passionate commitment to really 
thoroughly understand something, chew it 
up, not just quickly swallow it. Most 
people don’t take the time to do that.

>

> —Steve Jobs (*Wired*, February 1996)
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You can nest blockquotes, too. As you might have 
guessed, simply increase the number of  right 
angle brackets.

> Joe said,

>> Sally said,

>>> Billy said Markdown is what the cool 
kids are using.

Virtually all other Markdown syntax can be used 
within blockquoted text, so feel free to write 
blockquotes containing italicized text, bold text, 
lists, and more.

Screencast 2.5 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create blockquotes with 
Markdown.

Screencast 2.5 Creating Blockquotes with Markdown
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> Use one right 
angle bracket for a 
single paragraph.

> Put a right angle 
bracket at the beginning 
of  each line for multi-
paragraph quotes.

>

> This ensures that each 
paragraph will be treated 
as a single blockquote.



HTML code for lists 
can be very tedious to 
write by hand. 
Fortunately 

Markdown allows you 
to write bulleted (unordered) and numbered 
(ordered) lists with a very minimal and intuitive 
syntax.

Items in a bulleted (unordered) list can be 
preceded with asterisks:

* Item 1

* Item 2

* Item 3

or hyphens:

- Item 1

- Item 2

- Item 3

or pluses:

+ Item 1

+ Item 2

+ Item 3

The asterisks, pluses, and hyphens can be 
interchanged too. 
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Sub-bullets are created by indenting:

* Item 1

" * Sub-bullet 1

" * Sub-bullet 2

* Item 2

" - Sub-bullet 1

" - Sub-bullet 2

Numbered lists are written just as you might 
expect:

1. Item 1

2. Item 2

3. Item 3

You can mix bullets and numbers, too. Gone are 
the days of  not making the list you want because 
the HTML got too complex. Go nuts.

1. Item 1

" + Sub-bullet

" + Another sub-bullet

2. Item 2"

As you might expect, you can also use other 
Markdown syntax within lists. Italics, bold, even 
blockquotes work.

Screencast 2.6 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to create numbered and 
bulleted lists with Markdown.

Screencast 2.6 Creating Numbered and Bulleted Lists
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* Projectiles

* Explosive

* Non-explosive

* Comic character

* Non-callable bonds

or or

All produce the same output format:

- Projectiles

	 - Explosive

	 - Non-explosive

- Comic character

- Non-callable bonds

+ Projectiles

	 + Explosive

	 + Non-explosive

+ Comic character

+ Non-callable bonds

• Projectiles

• Explosive

• Non-explosive

• Comic character

• Non-callable bonds



HTML <code> tags can 
be useful in technical 
writing to distinguish 
sections of  computer 

code, computer keys, or any other combination of  
letters and numbers that are not intended to be 
read as normal prose (much like the Markdown 
text interspersed in this book). Most websites 

render text within <code> tags in 
a font different than the regular 
body font on the page (usually 
monospaced).

The simplest way to write code in Markdown is to 
wrap text in backticks. (Yes, that key really does 
have a practical use after all.)

`This will render as code.`

Markdown will also treat indented paragraphs as 
code. Multiple lines of  code should each be 
indented as well.

	 Line 1 of code

" Line 2 of code

Screencast 2.7 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to insert code with Markdown.
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`Enclose single lines of code in backticks.`

    If you want to write multiple

    lines of code just

    indent each individual line.



Screencast 2.7 Inserting Code with Markdown
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It’s hard to write for the 
web without using 
hyperlinks. 
Unfortunately, writing 
links manually in HTML 

is a muse killer. It turns writers into programmers. 
Remembering everything that goes inside HTML 
anchor (<a>) tags is not easy. Worst of  all, having 
long, cluttered anchor tags makes text difficult to 
read in its pre-published form. Don’t believe it? 
Try to proofread this:

<p>I had a great time in New York City recently. We 
visited the <a href="http://maps.google.com/maps?
hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;bav=on.
2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&amp;bvm=bv.
43148975,d.eWU&amp;biw=1080&amp;bih=788&amp;um=1&amp;
ie=UTF-8&amp;q=empire+state
+building&amp;fb=1&amp;gl=us&amp;hq=empire+state

+building&amp;hnear=empire+state
+building&amp;cid=0,0,15074921902713971043&amp;sa=X&a
mp;ei=_movUbyNF4i-9QSl8IHoCQ&amp;ved=0CLcBEPwSMAA">Em
pire State Building</a> and the <a href="http://
maps.google.com/maps?
hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;bav=on.
2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&amp;bvm=bv.
43148975,d.eWU&amp;biw=1080&amp;bih=788&amp;um=1&amp;
ie=UTF-8&amp;q=empire+state
+building&amp;fb=1&amp;gl=us&amp;hq=empire+state
+building&amp;hnear=empire+state
+building&amp;cid=0,0,15074921902713971043&amp;sa=X&a
mp;ei=_movUbyNF4i-9QSl8IHoCQ&amp;ved=0CLcBEPwSMAA">St
atue of Liberty</a>. Just click on those links to see 
them on a map!</p>

If  you had trouble reading that, don’t worry. 
You’re a human, after all, not a web browser.
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Fortunately, the Markdown syntax for links is 
minimal, intuitive, and best of  all, human-readable. 
There are two syntax styles available: inline and 
reference.

Inline-Style Links

As the name implies, inline-style links keep the 
URL of  the link in line with the text that will be 
wrapped in HTML anchor tags.

This is an [inline-style link](http://
www.macsparky.com).

The advantage of  the inline-style link syntax is 
that it keeps the URL near the linked text. The 
downside is that, like the standard HTML anchor 
syntax, URLs are mixed in with the rest of  your 
text. This makes reading text difficult, especially 
if  there are multiple long URLs interspersed in 
paragraphs.

Reference-Style Links

Reference-style links leave your text less cluttered. 
Instead of  putting the URL link next to the linked 

text, include a reference, which can be defined 
anywhere in your text file. 

Here’s how you could write that previous HTML 
example using Markdown reference-style links:

I had a great time in New York City 
recently. We visited the [Empire State 
Building][esb] and the [Statue of 
Liberty][sol]. Just click on those links 
to see them on a map!

The links corresponding to the [esb] and [sol] 
references can be anywhere else in the document 
so they don’t clutter up the body. We recommend 
just shoving them down to the bottom, out of  the 
way, to maximize readability:

[esb]: http://maps.google.com/maps?
hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&bav=on.
2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&bvm=bv.
43148975,d.eWU&biw=1080&bih=788&um=1&ie=UTF-8&q=empir
e+state+building&fb=1&gl=us&hq=empire+state
+building&hnear=empire+state
+building&cid=0,0,15074921902713971043&sa=X&ei=_movUb
yNF4i-9QSl8IHoCQ&ved=0CLcBEPwSMAA

[sol]: http://maps.google.com/maps?
hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&bav=on.
2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&bvm=bv.
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43148975,d.eWU&biw=1080&bih=788&um=1&ie=UTF-8&q=empir
e+state+building&fb=1&gl=us&hq=empire+state
+building&hnear=empire+state
+building&cid=0,0,15074921902713971043&sa=X&ei=_movUb
yNF4i-9QSl8IHoCQ&ved=0CLcBEPwSMAA

By the way, reference names can be any 
combination of  letters and numbers. You can 
even refer to the same reference more than once. 
As long as you define the reference somewhere in 
your document, Markdown will create the 
appropriate HTML code.

Screencast 2.8 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to insert links with Markdown.

Screencast 2.8 Inserting Links with Markdown
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[Inline-style links](http://macsparky.com/
fieldguides/) and reference-style links both produce 
the same effect.

But [reference-style][m] links make your text easier 
to read.

[m]: http://macsparky.com/fieldguides/



The syntax for image 
URLs is similar to link 
URLs. They can be 
inline or reference 
style. The primary 

difference with images is that the text enclosed in 
brackets is the alternative text displayed by the 
browser if  the image URL is not valid. Think of  
it as an image label.

Inline-Style Image Links

![Lunch atop a Skyscraper](http://
www.worldsfamousphotos.com/wp-content/
uploads/2008/01/lunch.jpg “Lunch atop a 
Skyscraper”)

Reference-Style Image Links

![Lunch atop a Skyscraper][lunch]

[lunch]: http://
www.worldsfamousphotos.com/wp-content/
uploads/2008/01/lunch.jpg “Lunch atop a 
Skyscraper”

Both methods will place an image in the 
document at the position of  the bracketed text.

Screencast 2.9 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to insert images with 
Markdown.
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![Inline-Style Image](http://yoursite.com/image.jpg/)

![Reference-Style Image][1]

[1]: http://yoursite.com/image.jpg/



Screencast 2.9 Inserting Images with Markdown
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While Markdown provides a convenient syntax 
for many of  the most commonly used HTML 
elements, there is a chance you will need to 
include something not covered by Markdown. 
Fortunately, Markdown allows you to intersperse 
HTML code among the rest of  your Markdown 
text. Anything within HTML tags will be treated 
as HTML.

Screencast 2.10 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates how to mix traditional HTML with 
Markdown.
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There are times when, for 
example, an asterisk 
should be seen for what it 
is: an asterisk, not a bullet. 

If  you put a backslash before a Markdown 
symbol, Markdown will ignore it when creating 
HTML. For example, if  you type:

\* Item 1

it will really appear like this in the HTML output:

* Item 1

Screencast 2.11 in the Screencasts folder 
demonstrates suppressing Markdown syntax.
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Markdown to HTML Conversion via 
the Command Line
Before all of  these great apps and services came 
along to convert Markdown to HTML for us, we 
had to do it directly in Terminal using Perl scripts. 
While this arcane (to most) level of  geekery is no 
longer necessary, it is worth noting that these 
scripts exist. Fletcher Penney’s MultiMarkdown 
site, which we discuss in much greater detail in 
Chapter 7, is a great resource. There, you will find 
all the scripts and instructions on how to 
use them.

Blogging in Raw Markdown
Markdown is now so popular with web writers 
that some blogging platforms allow you to skip the 
conversion to HTML and simply leave Markdown 
as is.

Squarespace (website) and Tumblr (website) both 
support Markdown in their web-based blog 
editors. You can literally write a post in 
Markdown, click publish, and go on to other 
things.

If  you have a self-hosted WordPress blog, you are 
also in luck. There are free plugins, such as WP-
Markdown (website): that do the same sort of  
thing, allow you to save and edit posts in 
Markdown without fiddling with HTML at all.

While blogging platforms that support Markdown 
add convenience, it is worth considering the 
longevity of  your writing. Keep in mind that web 
browsers are designed to render HTML, not 
Markdown. If  your blogging tool of  choice goes 
the way of  the dodo, you cannot be sure how your 
words will look. This is something to keep in mind 
anytime you are evaluating a new tool that 
promises to make your life easier by doing 
something that is, frankly, pretty darn easy to do 
yourself. One solution is to keep your own archive 
of  blog posts as Markdown text files.
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Apps

BBEdit

Mac App Store

Website

Section 3.5

Byword

iOS App Store 

Mac App Store

Website

Byword for iOS

	 Section 1.1

	 Section 5.3

	 Screencast 5.3

Byword for Mac

	 Screencast 2.1

	 Screencast 2.2

	 Screencast 2.4

	 Screencast 2.5

	 Screencast 2.8

	 Screencast 2.9

	 Screencast 2.11

	 Screencast 3.3 (feature)

	 Screencast 7.1

Checkvist (for Web)

Website

Day One

Mac App Store

iOS App Store

Website

Section 7.5
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iA Writer

iOS App Store

Mac App Store

Website

iA Writer for iOS

	 Section 3.4

iA Writer for Mac

	 Section 1.1

	 Section 3.4

Macchiato

Mac App Store

Website

Section 3.4

Marked

Mac App Store

Website

Section 3.1

Screencast 3.1

Screencast 7.3

MultiMarkdown 
Composer 2

Mac App Store

Website

Section 7.3

Screencast 7.1

Screencast 7.2

Screencast 7.4

 Nebulous Notes

iOS App Store

Website

Section 5.2

Screencast 5.2

Notesy

iOS App Store

Website

Section 5.4

Screencast 5.4
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nvALT

Website

Screencast 2.3

Screencast 2.6

Screencast 2.7

Screencast 2.10

Screencast 3.2 (feature)

Scrivener

Website

Section 7.4

Sublime Text 2

Website

Section 3.5

Brett Terpstra’s Markdown 
Service Tools

Website

Section 3.7

TextDrop (for Web)

Website

TextExpander

iOS App Store

Website

TextExpander for iOS

	 Section 3.7

TextExpander for Mac

	 Section 3.7

Writing Kit

iOS App Store

Website

Section 5.1

Screencast 5.1

WriteMonkey

For Windows

Website

Section 4.1
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WriteRoom

iOS App Store

Mac App Store

Website

Section 3.4

Websites

Daring Fireball - John Gruber

	 Markdown

	 Markdown Syntax

MultiMarkdown - Fletcher Penney

	 MultiMarkdown

	 MultiMarkdown User’s Guide

Mac Power Users

	 Original Markdown Show  (Nov. 2010)

	 Markdown Show for this book (April 2013)
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